
These products regulate intercellular communication and 
support cellular & tissue regeneration of the specified organ 
or system.  They contain regulatory peptides obtained from 
natural sources using Nanotechnology which supports cellular 
communication and activation of  adult stem cells. These 
preparations are nontoxic and do not have allergic responses 
in long term applications using appropriate doses. These are 
not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease, 
only to support the body’s natural processes.  These state-
ments have not been evaluated by the FDA.

Product List

CNT Medix

BLD Medix

THYM Medix

IMN Medix

LVR Medix

SPL Medix

PANC  Medix

KDN Medix

CNSE Medix

CNSN Medix

OptiWeight

ENDO Medix

HRT Medix

FEM Medix

OST Medix

PROST Medix

LNG Medix

ONC Medix

THYR Medix

GB Medix

BRST Medix

LGI Medix

(Ml-01) Connective tissue 

(Ml-02) Vascular  and oxygenation

(Ml-03) Immune system

 and thymus gland 

(Ml-04) Immune system 

(Ml-05) Liver and detoxification  

(Ml-06) Spleen and immune. 

(Ml-07) Pancreas and digestion

(Ml-08) Kidney and detoxification 

(Ml-09) Central nervous system  

(Ml-10) Peripherial nervous system   

(Ml-60) Hypothalamus and hunger 

(Ml-70) Endocrine balance

 male & female 

(Ml-12) Heart and cardiovascular 

(Ml-14) Female hormone balance  

(Ml-15) Skeletal/bone  

(Ml-16) Prostate 

(Ml-17) Lungs / bronchials

(Ml-18) Cellular degeneration

 and apoptosis  

(Ml-19) Thyroid  

(Ml-20) Gallbladder 

(Ml-21) Breast 

(Ml-22) Intestinal tract and   

digestion

In over 15 years of research the scientists have 
discovered that certain Regulatory Peptides are 
naturally secreted by the cells of various body tissues 
in response to cellular damage to activate adult stem 
cell conversion. This however is a very slow process 
even under the best of the circumstances, and if the 
cellular trauma is severe enough, this very mecha-
nism of cell regeneration gets damaged, slows down 
and in some cases doesn’t work at all.

Medix4Life scientists, utilizing nanotechnology, 
developed formulations using regulatory peptide-
based nano  particles for use as active ingredients in 
Medix4Life biologically active supplements. A unique 
quality of our formulations is that they are active in 
Ultra Low Doses (ULD). Once introduced into the 
body, regulatory peptides enhance cellular commu-
nication and activate adult stem cells of targeted 
organs to start replacement of damaged cells.

Medix4Life products have two unique qualities. 
First, they are Nano-sized proteins-meaning they are 
thousands of time smaller than a cell and therefore  
extremely bio available to the body. Secondly, 
because they are effective in ultra low doses they are 
safe and at proper doses have no side effects.
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